How does access to quality education relate to child labour?

In Côte d’Ivoire child labour rates are lower when...
- Schools have toilets
- Secondary school scholarships are available
- School Management Committees trained
- Teacher attendance is monitored

In Ghana child labour rates are lower when...
- Schools have toilets
- Secondary schools are nearby
- Secondary school scholarships are available
- Schools have a feeding programme

**CHILD LABOUR RATES ARE LOWER IN COMMUNITIES WITH A PRIMARY SCHOOL:**
14 percentage points lower in Côte d’Ivoire
08 percentage lower points in Ghana

**DATA SOURCES:**
- 8200 household surveys
- 258 community surveys

**CHILD LABOUR RATES DECREASE AS EDUCATION QUALITY IMPROVES.**

In Côte d’Ivoire:
- 29% child labour in the 20% of communities with the lowest education quality
- 10% child labour in the 20% of communities with the highest education quality

Source: ICI, Education quality and child labour: a review of evidence from cocoa-growing communities